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Abstract

The cortisol awakening response (CAR), a rapid increase in cortisol levels following morning
awakening, is an important aspect of hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenocortical axis activity.
Alterations in the CAR have been linked to a variety of mental disorders and cognitive function.
However, little is known regarding the relationship between the CAR and error processing,
a phenomenon that is vital for cognitive control and behavioral adaptation. Using high-
temporal resolution measures of event-related potentials (ERPs) combined with behavioral
assessment of error processing, we investigated whether and how the CAR is associated with
two key components of error processing: error detection and subsequent behavioral
adjustment. Sixty university students performed a Go/No-go task while their ERPs were
recorded. Saliva samples were collected at 0, 15, 30 and 60 min after awakening on the two
consecutive days following ERP data collection. The results showed that a higher CAR was
associated with slowed latency of the error-related negativity (ERN) and a higher post-error
miss rate. The CAR was not associated with other behavioral measures such as the false alarm
rate and the post-correct miss rate. These findings suggest that high CAR is a biological factor
linked to impairments of multiple steps of error processing in healthy populations, specifically,
the automatic detection of error and post-error behavioral adjustment. A common underlying
neural mechanism of physiological and cognitive control may be crucial for engaging in both
CAR and error processing.
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Introduction

The activity of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenocortical

(HPA) axis has been demonstrated to have a critical

association with cognitive functions (Cavanagh & Allen,

2008; Compton et al., 2013; van Honk et al., 1998). The

cortisol awakening response (CAR), the rapid increase in

cortisol levels following awakening in the morning, has

emerged over the last two decades as an important aspect of

HPA axis activity (Pruessner et al., 1997; for a review, see

Chida & Steptoe, 2009). Although the neural mechanisms

that regulate the CAR remain unclear, the literature has

implicated the roles of the hippocampus, amygdala and

prefrontal cortex (PFC) (Fries et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2013;

Ursache et al., 2012).

Alterations in the CAR may be related to cognitive

function. Increased CAR has been associated with both poorer

and better behavioral performance in higher order functions

such as working memory and attention-switching (Aas et al.,

2011; Almela et al., 2012; Evans et al., 2012; Lind et al.,

2007; Moriarty et al., 2014). The relationship between the

CAR and the neurocognitive processing that underlies explicit

behavior, however, remains unknown. Furthermore, it remains

unclear whether the CAR is related to other aspects of

cognition, such as error processing.

Error processing, the ability to recognize and correct

errors, is vital for an individual’s behavioral adaptation and

survival. Error processing includes a chain of dynamic

neurocognitive processes that involve enhanced attention to

error, the mobilization of cognitive control and corrective

action for subsequent behavior (Gehring et al., 1993). Deficits

in error processing have been found in individuals with a

variety of pathological conditions (Gehring & Knight, 2000;

Kansal et al., 2014; Pizzagalli et al., 2006; Van De Voorde

et al., 2010) and after a single dose of cortisol administration

(Hsu et al., 2003). Knowledge of the association between the

CAR and error processing in healthy individuals not only

extends existing understanding of the relationship between the

HPA axis activity and cognition but also provides important

Correspondence: Jianhui Wu, Associate Professor, Key Laboratory of
Behavioral Science, Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of
Sciences, 16 Lincui Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100101, People’s
Republic of China. Tel: +86-10-64836047. Fax: +86-10-64836047.
E-mail: wujh@psych.ac.cn
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information about the biological factors linked to altered error

processing in the brain.

Previous studies have suggested that the PFC, especially

the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), is critical to error

processing (Hester et al., 2005). The high-temporal resolution

of event-related potentials (ERPs) has been used to identify

distinct components of error processing, that is, error-related

negativity (Ne/ERN) and error positivity (Pe) (Falkenstein

et al., 1991). The ERN and Pe may reflect different cognitive

aspects of error processing, that is, early and automatic error

detection and later and conscious error recognition, respect-

ively (Botvinick et al., 2004; Falkenstein et al., 1991, 2000;

Gehring et al., 1993; van Veen & Carter, 2002).

Behavioral adjustment after error detection has typically

been observed in the form of a slowing of response

latencies and greater likelihood of correct trials immedi-

ately following an error (Rabbitt, 1966). This post-error

slowing may be indicative of the recruitment of cognitive

control processes supported by the PFC (Botvinick et al.,

2001). When the mechanism of post-error slowing fails to

adjust post-error behavior, lower post-error accuracy may

occur, reflecting compromised behavioral adjustment

(Cavanagh & Allen, 2008).

The present study aims to investigate the relationship

between individual differences in the CAR and the distinct

cognitive steps of error processing using both behavioral and

ERP methods. Because the PFC is one of the main brain

regions supporting error processing and because it plays a

critical role in regulating cortisol negative feedback in the

HPA-axis system (Fries et al., 2009), we predicted that

relatively higher CAR levels would be associated with altered

ERP indexes of error processing and a decreased ability to

adjust post-error behavior.

Methods

Participants

In consideration of sex differences in the modulation of HPA

axis activity (Kudielka & Kirschbaum, 2005), only male

participants were recruited for this preliminary study. All

recruited students were in school at the time and were

experiencing regular course study and exams. Eighty-seven

volunteer students from a medical university in China

responded to advertisements, and 63 were ultimately

recruited. The inclusion criteria included the following: no

history of serious physiological illness, no history of psychi-

atric disorder including moderate or severe depression, no

current illness, no current periodontitis, no current medication

use within two days of participation in the study, no irregular

sleep/wake cycles, and no excessive nicotine consumption

(more than five cigarettes a day). The participants were also

assessed with the Life Events Scale (Tennant & Andrews,

1976) to exclude those with major life stressors. The data

from three participants were discarded because there were

fewer than six artifact-free false alarm trials for the ERN/Pe

analysis (Olvet & Hajcak, 2009). Thus, the data from 60

participants (age 22.53 ± 1.02) were included in the final

analysis. This study reports a subset of the results obtained

from other studies that addressed the relationship between

long-term stress and cortisol response/cognition (Duan et al.,

2013). The final sample was composed of 40 participants who

were preparing for a major academic examination and were

expecting the exam to begin 11–25 days later, as well as

20 participants who were not expecting the exam. Students

chose to prepare or not to prepare for this major exam

according to their own academic plan at the time. The

variables of exam status and long-term stress were accounted

for in the analyses of the current study (described below).

This experiment was approved by the Ethics Committee

of Human Experimentation at the Institute of Psychology,

Chinese Academy of Sciences. All participants provided

written informed consent and were compensated for their

participation.

General procedures

After arriving at the laboratory, the participants were seated in

a normally lit room and completed questionnaires. After being

fitted with scalp electrodes to measure electroencephalogram

(EEG) activity, the participants completed the Go/No-go task

(see descriptions below) while behavioral and EEG data were

collected. After the experiment, the participants received a

detailed instruction packet that described the method of saliva

collection over the next two days. Saliva samples were

collected immediately after awakening in the morning on two

consecutive days, and the participants were asked to return the

saliva samples to the laboratory as soon as possible (see

below for a full description of the saliva sampling protocol).

Go/No-go task

The Go/No-go task is one of the most commonly used

paradigms in the study of error-processing (Falkenstein et al.,

2000). Two letters (‘‘O’’ and ‘‘X’’) were presented one at a

time in the center of the screen with a visual angle of

approximately 2.5� vertically and 2.2� horizontally. After an

initial practice block of 20 stimuli was completed, two

experimental blocks each consisting of 240 stimuli (probabil-

ity of 20% No-go and 80% Go) were completed with 1- to 2-

min breaks between blocks. The stimuli were presented for

150 ms with a random interstimulus interval of 1200–

1500 ms. During each trial, one of the two letters was

presented, and either a response (Go) or the withholding of a

response (No-go) was required. The participants were asked

to respond as quickly as possible on Go trials by pressing a

button on the keyboard with the index finger of their

dominant hand. The consecutive presentation of two No-go

trials was avoided. The association between the stimuli and

Go/No-go responses was counterbalanced across participants.

Questionnaires

Long-term psychological stress was assessed with Cohen’s

Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) (10-item version) (Cohen &

Williamson, 1988). We also collected the state anxiety level

(Spielberger et al., 1983) before the experimental task and the

sleeping status of the previous night during salivary sampling

after awakening. Sleeping status was assessed by a sleeping

questionnaire that included two parts. The first part asked

participants ‘‘What time did you wake up this morning and

how long did you sleep last night’’. The awakening time and

2 L. Zhang et al. Stress, Early Online: 1–8
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sleeping duration were averaged between the two days. The

second part included seven items rating sleeping quality, and

each item had five response options: (1) how did you sleep

(very poorly, 1, to very well, 5); (2) did you feel refreshed

upon waking (not at all, 1, to completely, 5); (3) how deeply

did you sleep last night (very lightly, 1, to very deeply, 5); (4)

did you sleep for the entire time allocated for sleep (woke up

much earlier, 1, to slept for the whole night, 5); (5) how easy

was it for you to wake up (very easy, 1, to very difficult, 5);

(6) how easily did you fall asleep last night (very easily, 1, to

very difficult, 5); and (7) how many dreams did you have

last night (no dreams, 1, to many dreams, 5). The scores of

items 6 and 7 were inverted. The sleeping quality score was

calculated by adding the scores for each item on each night

and then averaging the total scores of the two nights.

ERP recordings and preprocessing

During the Go/No-go task, an EEG was recorded at 64 scalp

sites using Ag/AgCl electrodes fastened to an elastic cap

(Neuroscan Inc., Charlotte, NC) and placed according to the

international 10–20 system, with an online reference to the

left mastoid and off-line algebraic re-reference to the average

of the left and right mastoids. Vertical electro-oculogram and

horizontal electro-oculogram data were recorded via two pairs

of electrodes, one placed above and below the left eye and

another placed 10 mm from the outer canthi of each eye. All

interelectrode impedance was maintained at 55 k�. The

signals were amplified with a 0.05 to 100 Hz bandpass filter

and digitized at 1000 Hz.

The EEG data were processed by Scan 4.3 software

(Neuroscan). Ocular artifacts were removed from the EEG

signal using a regression procedure implemented in the

Neuroscan software. The data were digitally filtered with a

30 Hz lowpass filter and were epoched into periods of

1000 ms (including the 400 to 200 ms pre-response time (RT)

as the baseline) time-locked to the onset of the button press.

Trials with various artifacts were rejected, with a criterion of

±100mV.

Salivary cortisol sampling and cortisol analysis

Saliva samples were collected using Salivette collection

devices (Sarstedt, Germany). On two consecutive school days

after EEG measurement, saliva samples were collected

immediately upon awakening (sample 1), 15 min (sample 2),

30 min (sample 3) and 60 min (sample 4) thereafter, resulting

in four samples per day and a total of eight samples per

individual. Participants were asked to wake up between 06:00

and 08:00 on both days and were asked to stay in bed until all

four saliva samples were obtained. However, they were

allowed to read quietly or listen to music as well as to go to

the bathroom if necessary. To avoid contaminating the saliva,

participants were asked not to brush their teeth, drink, eat or

smoke before completing the saliva sampling procedures.

They were also required to refrain from alcohol and nicotine

consumption as well as excessive exercise on the day before

saliva sampling. The participants were asked to complete

the sleeping questionnaires and record when each sample

was taken to assure adherence to the timing protocol.

The participants were told the importance of adhering to the

sampling instructions and were asked to follow the instruc-

tions carefully, and each participant was given a copy of the

instruction sheet to increase compliance. The participants

were instructed to return the completed samples to the

laboratory, where the samples were kept frozen (�20 �C) until

assaying. After thawing and centrifuging the samples at

3200 rpm for 10 min, the samples were analyzed by an

electrochemiluminescence immunoassay (ECLIA, Cobas

e601, Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) with a

sensitivity of 0.5 nmol/L (lower limit) and a standard range

of 0.5–1750 nmol/L. Intra- and inter-assay variations were

below 10%.

First, the values for the two days were averaged for each of

the four time points, and then the CAR was computed. The

CAR was computed as the area under the curve with respect

to the increase (AUCi) (Pruessner et al., 2003). This measure

of CAR is very commonly used in the literature and it

emphasizes changes over time and is related to the sensitivity

of the HPA axis (Chida & Steptoe, 2009; Pruessner et al.,

2003). To test the results from AUCi, we also computed

another common used measure of CAR, the absolute increase

in cortisol (AINC), which is computed as the difference of

maximal value of ‘‘15, 30, or 60 min post-awakening’’ minus

the awakening value (Chida & Steptoe, 2009).

Data analysis

The behavioral data, including the RT of the correct hit trials,

the miss rate in the Go trials and the rate of false alarms or

commission errors in the No-go trials were analyzed. Trials

with an RT below 50 ms and above 1000 ms were excluded

from the average of correct hit trials. We specifically focused

on post-error behavioral performance. The post-error condi-

tion refers to the Go trial after a false alarm trial. As a control

condition, we also analyzed the post-correct condition, which

refers to the Go trial after a correct hit trial. Both the miss rate

and the RT of the correct hit were calculated separately for the

post-error and post-correct conditions.

For the ERP data, only error trials of the No-go condition

(i.e. trials with false alarms) were averaged for the Ne/ERN

and Pe components. FCz and Cz were selected to measure the

Ne/ERN and Pe, respectively, where the maximum amplitude

was observed for each component. The peak amplitude and

latency of the Ne/ERN component were measured 0–100 ms

after a false alarm response. The mean amplitude of the Pe

component was measured 200–400 ms after a false alarm

response.

Simultaneous multivariate regression analyses were con-

ducted to examine the associations between the CAR and

error processing. The AUCi (or AINC), age, exam status (i.e.

whether the participant was preparing for an exam), PSS, state

anxiety and sleeping status (awakening time, sleeping

duration and sleep quality) were treated as independent

variables and the ERPs or Go/No-go behavioral measures

were treated as dependent variables, focusing on the rela-

tionship between the AUCi (or AINC) and ERP/post-error

behavioral effects. The post-error behavioral effects were used

as an index of behavioral adjustment after making an error

and were defined as the difference in behavioral performance

between the post-error and post-correct conditions. Thus, we

DOI: 10.3109/10253890.2015.1058356 CAR and error processing 3
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first performed a repeated measures analysis (post-error vs.

post-correct condition) to examine the post-error effect on

both the miss rate and the RT. If there was a significant post-

error effect on any behavioral index (miss rates or RTs), we

treated the difference of this index between the post-error and

post-correct conditions as dependent variables in the multi-

variate regression analysis. To determine whether the CAR,

not the raw cortisol levels at one of the four time points, was

driving this association, we conducted the same multivariate

regression analyses treating the cortisol levels at the four time

points after awakening as independent variables. To investi-

gate whether the CAR was associated with other cognitive

measures, we conducted multivariate regression analyses that

treated the false alarm rate for No-go trials, the miss rate/hit

RTs for Go trials or the miss rate/hit RTs in the post-correct

condition as dependent variables. The distribution of the

cortisol data was examined by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test,

and a natural log transformation was applied to the cortisol

data, which were not normally distributed. All reported

p values are two-tailed.

Results

Descriptive data

For the behavioral data, there was an average of 23 false alarm

trials (range: 6–56) of the No-go condition and the false alarm

rate was 24.0 ± 11.5%. Additionally, there was an average of

three miss trials (range: 0–23) for the Go condition; the miss

rate was 0.9 ± 1.3%, and the hit RT for all Go trials was

294 ± 25 ms. The post-error condition had a significantly

higher miss rate than the post-correct condition (F(1,59)¼
12.79, p¼ 0.001, partial eta squared (PES)¼ 0.18; 2.1 ± 4.0%

vs. 0.4 ± 0.8%), but the difference between the hit RTs of the

post-error and post-correct conditions was not significantly

different (F(1,59)¼ 1.83, p40.05; 305 ± 42 vs. 299 ± 26 ms)

(Figure 1). Thus, the post-error behavioral effect was

computed as the miss rates increased from the post-correct

condition to the post-error condition. This post-error miss rate

increase was used to reflect the ability for behavioral

adjustment for further regression analyses (i.e. higher post-

error miss rate increases, lower abilities for behavioral

adjustment).

The cortisol levels at each sampling point between the two

days were significantly correlated (rs¼ 0.30–0.53, ps50.05),

indicating some degree of intraindividual stability across day

1 and day 2. Figure 2 presents the average cortisol data after

awakening over two days and the standard error of the mean.

There were significant correlations between the cortisol levels

in the four samples (r¼ 0.42–0.82, p� 0.001), except for the

correlation between 0 and 60 min after awakening (r¼ 0.18,

p40.05). The mean AUCi was 0.83 ± 4.65 nmol/L, and the

mean AINC was 2.65 ± 5.18 nmol/L. The AUCi and AINC

were highly correlated with each other (r¼ 0.95, p50.001).

There was a significant positive correlation between

ERN latency and the post-error miss rate increase (r¼ 0.27,

p50.05). There were no other significant correlations

between ERP measures and behavior (ps40.05). The correl-

ations between the number of the false alarm trials and the

AUCi or AINC/each of these ERP measures did not achieve

significance (ps40.05).

The mean PSS score was 16.37 with a standard

deviation (SD) of 3.59; the mean awakening time was

07:12 (SD¼ 34 min); the mean sleep duration was 7.26 h

(SD¼ 49 min); the mean sleep quality was 26.36 (SD¼
3.49); and the mean state anxiety score was 40.05

(SD¼ 8.82). The exam group had a significantly higher

PSS (F(1,58)¼ 6.65, p¼ 0.01, PES: 0.10), an earlier

awakening time (F(1,58)¼ 13.82, p50.001, PES: 0.19), a

shorter sleep duration (F(1,58)¼ 18.54, p50.001, PES:

0.24), lower sleep quality (F(1,58)¼ 9.55, p50.01, PES:

0.14), and a higher state anxiety (F(1,58)¼ 7.75, p50.01,

PES: 0.12) than the non-exam group.

The association between the CAR and ERN/Pe

Figure 3 shows that the false alarm trials elicited clear ERN

and Pe results compared with the correct hit trials. We

focused our multivariate regression analyses on the false

alarm trials. The results showed that all of the independent

variables predicted 16.8% of the variance in ERN latency

(R2¼ 0.168, F(8,51)¼ 1.29, p¼ 0.27), and only AUCi had a

Figure 2. Cortisol data after awakening, averaged over two days. The
x-axis represents the time points of saliva sampling, and the y-axis
represents the averaged raw cortisol levels across two days. The error
bars represent the standard error of the mean.

Figure 1. Comparison of behavioral performance between the post-
correct and post-error condition (mean values and standard errors). The
left panel shows that the post-error condition had a significantly higher
miss rate than the post-correct condition. Post-error: post-error condi-
tion; post-correct: post-correct condition; ***p� 0.001.
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significantly positive association with ERN latency (t¼ 2.07,

p50.05) (Table 1). Figure 4 (left) illustrates the scatter plot

of the bivariate correlation between AUCi and ERN latency

without controlling for the other independent variables

(r¼ 0.24, p¼ 0.06). Multivariate regression also showed

that the AUCi was not significantly correlated with the

ERN or Pe amplitude and that none of the individual cortisol

levels at the four time points after awakening had a significant

association with ERN latency (ps40.05).

The results for AINC showed a similar pattern as AUCi.

The multivariate regression analysis results showed that all of

the independent variables predicted 17.7% of the variance in

ERN latency (R2¼ 0.177, F(8,51)¼ 1.37, p¼ 0.23), and only

AINC had a significantly positive association with ERN

latency (t¼ 2.20, p50.05). Bivariate correlation analysis also

showed that AINC was positively correlated with ERN

latency (r¼ 0.26, p50.05). Multivariate regression showed

that the AINC was not significantly correlated with the ERN

or Pe amplitude (ps40.05).

The association between the CAR and post-error
behavior

As reported above, there is a significantly higher miss rate for

the post-error condition than for the post-correct condition;

thus, we computed the post-error miss rate increases by

subtracting the post-correct miss rates from the post-error

miss rates. Multivariate regression analyses showed that all

independent variables predicted 26.8% of the post-error miss

rate increase (R2¼ 0.268, F(8,51)¼ 2.33, p50.05), and only

AUCi had a significantly positive association with the post-

error miss rate increase (t¼ 2.63, p¼ 0.01) (Table 2).

Figure 4 (right) presents the scatter plot of the bivariate

correlation between AUCi and the post-error miss rate

increase without controlling for the other independent vari-

ables (r¼ 0.37, p50.01). Multivariate regression analyses did

not show significant associations between AUCi and any of

the other behavioral indices (including the false alarm rate for

No-go trials, the miss rate/hit RT for the Go trials and the

miss rate/hit RT in the post-correct condition) (ps40.05). The

multivariate regression analyses also did not find that any of

the individual cortisol levels at the four time points after

awakening had a significant association with the miss rate

increase (ps40.05).

The results for AINC showed a similar pattern as AUCi.

Multivariate regression analyses showed that all independent

variables predicted 26.4% of the post-error miss rate increase

(R2¼ 0.264, F(8,51)¼ 2.29, p50.05), and only AINC had a

significantly positive association with the post-error miss rate

increase (t¼ 2.58, p¼ 0.01). Bivariate correlation analysis

also showed that AINC had a significant correlation with

post-error miss rate increase (r¼ 0.39, p50.01). Multivariate

regression analyses did not show significant associations

between AINC and any of the other behavioral indexes

(including the false alarm rate for No-go trials, the miss rate/

hit RT for the Go trials and the miss rate/hit RT in the post-

correct condition) (ps40.05).

Discussion

The present study investigated the relationship between the

CAR and error processing using a Go/No-go paradigm and

ERP methods. The results revealed that individuals with

higher CAR showed both a delayed ERN/Ne latency and a

higher post-error miss rate increase.

Our results revealed that individual differences in the CAR

(measured using both AUCi and AINC) were significantly

positively associated with ERN latency. Furthermore, none of

the single cortisol values at the four time points after

awakening had a significant association with ERN latency,

demonstrating that it is the CAR that drives this association

between cortisol release within one hour after awakening and

ERN latency. The insignificant correlation between the

number of the false alarm trials and the CAR/ERN latency

suggests that these results were not contaminated by the

number of the false alarm trials. Previous studies have

revealed a delayed ERN in individuals with mental disorders

(Johannes et al., 2001; Sokhadze et al., 2010). The results of

the present study suggest that higher HPA activity in the

morning may have an association with decreased speed of the

PFC-mediated error monitoring in healthy individuals.

Figure 3. ERPs time-locked to the false alarms and correct hits. The
topographic maps show the scalp distributions of the peak of the
Ne/ERN component and the mean amplitude of the Pe component
(200–400 ms). Ne/ERN, Error-related negativity; Pe, error positivity.

Table 1. Results of the multivariate regression analyses with ERN
latency as the dependent variable and the AUCi, age, exam, PSS,
awakening time, sleep quality, sleeping duration and state anxiety treated
as independent variables (n¼ 60).

r B � t p

AUCi 0.24 14.59 0.28 2.07 0.04
Age �0.01 �0.12 �0.01 �0.06 0.95
Exam 0.08 �3.77 �0.12 �0.72 0.48
PSS �0.11 �0.21 �0.05 �0.31 0.76
Awakening time �0.03 �3.28 �0.12 �0.80 0.43
Sleep quality 0.22 1.03 0.24 1.56 0.12
Sleep duration 0.18 5.26 0.29 1.82 0.08
State anxiety �0.02 0.36 0.22 1.25 0.22

AUCi, The area under the curve with respect to the increase; Exam,
exam status; PSS, Perceived Stress Scale.
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Critically, we also observed that individual differences in

the CAR were positively associated with higher post-error

miss rate increases, reflecting compromised behavioral

adjustment capabilities (Cavanagh & Allen, 2008).

Interestingly, cortisol levels at any single time point after

awakening did not have a significant association with the

post-error miss rate increase. Multivariate regression analyses

did not show a significant association between the CAR and

the other behavioral indexes, such as the false alarm rate, and

the post-correct miss rate/hit RT, suggesting that the associ-

ation between the CAR and behavior was specific to post-

error behavior and not to the general accuracy or speed of

responding. Previous studies have demonstrated reduced post-

error accuracy in individuals with PFC damage (Gehring &

Knight, 2000) and several psychopathological disorders

(Cavanagh & Allen, 2008; Pizzagalli et al., 2006; Van De

Voorde et al., 2010). Our data suggest that higher HPA

activity after awakening in the morning is associated with

impaired post-error behavioral adjustment in healthy

population.

The strength of our current design is the use of a high-

temporal resolution technique in combination with thoughtful

analytic methods that allow us to address how CAR

is associated with distinct neurocognitive components in

error processing. Error detection and post-error behavioral

adjustment are the two major steps of error processing. Error

detection may play a role in directing attentional resources to

error and then triggering subsequent behavioral adjustments

(Ladouceur et al., 2007; Tops & Boksem, 2011). Our results,

which show an association between ERN latency and post-

error miss rate increase (i.e. more sensitive ERN in terms of

speed and better post-error behavior), provide evidence to

support the relationship of these two cognitive components

within error processing. Our finding that higher CAR is

associated with both delayed error monitoring and

poorer post-error behavioral adjustment suggests that HPA

activity after awakening in the morning has an associ-

ation with multiple steps of error processing not only with the

final behavioral output of error processing but also with

one of the neurocognitive steps before the final behavioral

adjustment.

The mechanism behind the association between the CAR

and cognition is poorly understood. On the one hand, the CAR

may have an effect on error processing. Both the acute and

long-term negative effects of cortisol/stress on cognition,

including error processing, have been demonstrated in the

literature (Hsu et al., 2003; Liston et al., 2009). It is more

probable, however, that the same neural functions that

mediate the CAR may also mediate error processing. Error

processing has long been believed to rely on the PFC and

ACC (Bediou et al., 2012; Botvinick et al., 2001; Ladouceur

et al., 2007). Studies in both animals and human have also

suggested the role of the PFC and ACC in the regulation of

the HPA axis, such as negative feedback (Diorio et al., 1993;

MacLullich et al., 2006; Sullivan & Gratton, 2002; Teves

et al., 2004; for a review, see Dedovic et al., 2009). Compton

et al.’s results (2013) suggest that common neural processing

may be crucial for engaging in both error processing and

cortisol reactivity during a task. Although it is unknown

whether the roles of the PFC and ACC in regulating HPA axis

activity in general are identical to their roles in regulating the

CAR, a recent result, namely, reduced cingulate gyrus volume

associated with enhanced CAR (Lu et al., 2013), supports this

hypothesis. Therefore, decreased function in the PFC and

Figure 4. Scatter plots showing the bivariate correlation between the AUCi and the peak latency of the measured ERN (left) and the miss rate increase
(post-error minus post-correct condition) (right) (n¼ 60). There were many ‘‘floor’’ values in the right panel (0% change); thus, we performed the
correlation analysis again without these floor values (n¼ 33), and similar results were achieved: r¼ 0.49, p50.01. AUCi, The cortisol area under the
curve with respect to the increase; ERN, error-related negativity.

Table 2. Results of the multivariate regression analyses with the
post-error miss rate increase as the dependent variable and the AUCi,
age, exam, PSS, awakening time, sleep quality, sleeping duration and
state anxiety treated as independent variables (n¼ 60).

r B � t p

AUCi 0.37 4.44 0.34 2.63 0.01
Age 0.27 0.90 0.24 1.97 0.05
Exam 0.18 0.39 0.05 0.31 0.76
PSS �0.20 �0.09 �0.09 �0.58 0.57
Awakening time �0.04 �1.60 �0.24 �1.62 0.11
Sleep quality 0.13 �0.02 �0.02 �0.14 0.89
Sleep duration 0.18 1.06 0.23 1.52 0.13
State anxiety �0.19 �0.01 �0.02 �0.10 0.92

AUCi, The area under the curve with respect to the increase; Exam,
exam status; PSS, Perceived Stress Scale.
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ACC may underlie the same mechanism as both higher CAR

and impaired error processing.

Our research has some limitations that should be men-

tioned. First, our study focuses on a highly selective group of

male university students (most of them under exam stress).

The association between the CAR and error processing

observed in this study may not be generalizable to other

samples. Second, no causality can be attributed to the

observed association between the CAR and error processing.

Third, we did not collect pre-test cortisol samples. Without

controlling the pre-test cortisol level, it is unclear whether

the CAR-error processing relationship is confounded by the

acute cortisol level at the moment of cognitive testing.

However, we collected and controlled the state anxiety level

before the Go/No-go task, which may provide an alternative

assessment of the pre-test stress level. Finally, although we

repeatedly emphasized the importance of compliance with

the timing of saliva collection, we did not use electronic

devices to monitor awakening and the collection time of these

samples.

In conclusion, our finding suggests that HPA activity after

awakening in the morning is associated with multiple steps of

error processing; specifically, individuals with an increased

CAR show slowed automatic error detection, as reflected by

delayed ERN latency, and impaired post-error behavioral

adjustment, as reflected by higher post-error miss rate

increases. Common mechanisms of PFC activity underlying

HPA activity and error processing may be crucial for control

of both of these processes and thus may provide a common

site for intervention in disorders of stress physiology and error

processing.
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